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Waypoints and samples 
should be labeled as: 
LR_01_flush 

Waypoints and samples should be labeled 
as: 
LR_ 01_bird 
And 
LR_ 01_cntr 

Field Benthic Macroinvertebrate Protocol (2hrs on either side of low tide) 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. While walking shorebird habitat transects, locate a focal bird foraging alone or in a flock.  Record 
the focal bird species and age.   

2. Estimate the number of birds per species within 100m of the focal bird.  Spend 5 minutes 
assessing where the birds are and the species composition.   

3. Approach the focal bird and mark the location where the focal bird 
flushed with the GPS unit and determine the distance from the focal 
bird’s original feeding site    

4. Arrive at the foraging site, and mark a waypoint 
5. Record UTM coordinates in notebook 
6. Sample invertebrates directly at site of shorebird 

foraging.  Bill marks and footprints can be helpful 
cues to the foraging site.   
Take a benthic core sample: 

a. Insert core into the sediment up to the 

Summary: 
Three 5x10cm (98.18ml) benthic core samples will be taken from each foraging and control site per camp for 
about 4 sites sampled per day (2 forage, 2 control).  Replicate cores should be taken approximately 1m apart 
from each other.  All samples should be conducted within two hours of low tide.  The ultimate goal is spatial 
coverage near and from shore at different sections of coast per camp. 
 
Note that this is different from 2015.  Sieve the entire 10cm of sediment but not split cores in half.  Each core 
sample should be placed in plastic bag and all three in a single larger plastic bag marked with a colored 
binder clip.  Samples will be taken back to camp for sorting. 
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10cm line 
b. Twist core 3 full times and bend it back and forth a bit 
c. Place one hand over the top to create suction 
d. Pull up with other hand 
e. If needed, use putty knife and garden spade to facilitate lifting of core 

7. Place each core segment in a sample bag and all three in a larger bag with an identifiable 
colored binder clip. 

8. Take 3 salinity and temperature measurements with the conductivity probe right near the 
sampling locations. 

9. Estimate primary cover type as the most common cover type within a 100m radius of the focal 
bird.   

10. Record if feeding site was submerged in water or not. 
11. Repeat the process at a location nearby where shorebirds are not foraging.   
12. Bring samples back to camp for processing with a sieve.    

Salinity Measurements 

Sediment salinity should be measured (3 replicates) with a conductivity meter at both control and 
foraging sites.  Record measurements in field notebook for later transfer to the computer datasheets.  
To use the meter: 

1. Insert the conductivity probe into the intertidal sediment 2inches. 
*do not force the meter into the sediment, especially if there is rock.  This can damage the probe! 

2. Wait for the reading to stabilize.  The meter adjusts for temperature, so the probe has to adjust 
to the sediment temperature before taking a reading.  This can take several minutes.  I wait until 
the temperature has stabilized. 

3. Record the temperature in Celsius and conductivity in mS/cm 
To calibrate the meter: 
The meter should be calibrated after every battery change or once a week. 

1. Rinse the probe with distilled water and dry.  This removes any salt and ions on the probe. 
2. Unscrew the cap on the top of the meter, and turn the meter on.   
3. Put the probe into the calibration solution, and do not touch the probe to the sides of the 

container.  Wait for the display to stabilize.   
4. Press the two keys above the batteries to match the calibration solution 2.76 mS/cm. 
5. Release the keys for three seconds, and the screen will flash “CO” meaning it has calibrated. 

Camp (lab) Benthic Macroinvertebrate Protocol 

*Note: All samples should be processed as soon as possible after collection.  This minimizes 
predation of organisms within the sample.  Do not save these organisms unless the organism 
cannot be identified.  In this case, keep detailed notes, ask for help, and freeze samples or put 
them in 95% ethanol.  Rinse any polychaetes, Ecrobia snails, or Naididae worms in distilled 
water and freeze for stable isotope analysis. 
 

1. Rinse core sample on 0.5mm sieve.   
2. Remove any macroinvertebrates from sieve using tweezers (look carefully!  Some larvae 

and juvenile clams are tiny and get caught in the mesh). 
3. Separate invertebrates into family or major taxonomic group and record number of 

individuals/group 
 
Also, if Macoma balthica (Baltic clam) adults are present, check to see if they are alive 
by opening the shell.  Only record individuals that are alive. 
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Target sample sizes for bird benthic samples: 

 LONGRIDGE PISKWAMISH NORTHPOINT 

LESA 20 20 20 

SESA AHY 15 15 15 

SESA HY 15 15 15 

WRSA 20 20 20 

SEPL 20 20 20 

REKN 10 10 10 

Total 100 100 100 

 

Broad cover types 

At each sampling location, we will assign one of 8 broad cover types.  Many sites will have 

multiple types, but we are interested in what the majority of the site is covered in within 100m 

of sampling.  Broad habitat types: 

Mixed cobble and sand: Primary ground cover is sand with many rocks, cobbles (> 64mm), 

or boulders present.   
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Mixed Pebble: Primary cover is sand or solid mud with frequent pebbles (<64mm in size) 

Sand: This includes fine and coarse sand.  Very few if 

any pebbles, cobbles, or boulders present.  Sand grains 

present when sweeping a foot across the top layer (if 

not, we classify it as mud).  Ripples often observed in sand.  
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Mud: We classify any sediment that does not have visible grains when sweeping a foot as mud.  

This includes silt, clay, and other mucky substances.  It can vary from more solid (i.e. goopy 

footprints), to knee-deep muddy soakers. 

 

Cyanomat: Dark green to black material on the surface of mud.  ** If the majority of the 100m 

radius is covered with cyanobacteria, we classify the location as a cyanomat and not mud.   

   

This dark green to black material 

growing on the top of the mud is 

cyanobacteria.  It almost always 

grows on mud.  If the bulk of this site 

looked like the picture, we would 

classify the cover type as cyanomat. 
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Rock: This includes shale, boulders, and cobble.  This will not be a common cover type at the 

North Point and Piskwamish camps.  Common along Longridge Point and Paskwachi Point.  

These points may be difficult to sample other than the surface.      

 

 

Puccinellia: A genus of low-growing plant with primarily horizontal stems.  More mint green 

in color than Festuca. More bunch-like and less lawn-grass like than Festuca.   Scientific name: 
Puccinellia phryganodes ; Common name: creeping alkali grass 

 
 
Festuca: A genus of grass with horizontal stems (although they are often pushed over by 

water or wind).  More smooth than Puccinellia and more lawn-grass like.  Tends to be more 
yellowish in color and can grow taller than Puccinellia.   
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In case of confusion, this simple guide may be helpful:  

 

Sediment cores: In addition to the broad habitat classifications, North Point 

and Longridge camps (with solar freezers) will collect 3, 2cm deep cores per 

benthic bird forage and control sites for a detailed study on sediment types.    

1. At benthic sampling sites, invert a 60cc syringe onto the sediment until 10 ccs is 

read.   
2. Remove the core and place in a plastic sandwich baggie.   
3. Repeat two more times for a total of 3 small cores.  Put all three cores in a single 

new baggie.   
4. Use a colored clip to label the baggie until getting back to camp.   
5. Label the baggie with a sample sticker on the inside of the baggie.   

Samples should be named like the following (the name of the benthic sample). This is for 

data linking purposes. 

Lighter green, more mat-like, less like 

typical grass = Puccinellia 

Brighter green, more grass-like = 

Festuca 
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LR_ 01_bird1 

LR_01_bird2 

LR_01_bird3  

6. Clip samples from same sampling site together with paperclip and then place sample in 

solar powered freezer. 

Shorebird Habitat Transects  

Each camp survey area is divided into segments.  At 2 hours on either side of low tide, we will 

walk from the segment marker at the high tide out to the low tideline perpendicular to the 

shore.  Along this path, bird within 25m of either side of the observer will be recorded.  Species, 

age class, time, location, primary foraging habitat type, most common surrounding foraging 

habitat type, submerged or not, and number of individuals of that species will be recorded in a 

notebook and waypoints marked in a GPS following: LRAhab1.3 where LR is the camp 

abbreviation, A is the transect name, hab1 is the first observation along the transect (hab2 is 

the second group of birds), and .3 is the survey period (.3 is early and .4 is late season; .1 and .2 

were conducted in 2016).  These surveys should be conducted twice in the season (early, prior 

to August 15th and late, post August 15th).  These two survey periods allow for mapping of 

shorebirds across the intertidal when different age classes are present in the study area.  If 

enough time permits, transects in the middle of two set transect locations can be walked and 

labeled as AB (if between transect A and B for example).      
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Invertebrate Field Sampling Checklist 

Benthic sampling 

 Field notebook with datasheets ready to go 

 PVC pipe corer 

 Putty knife/garden spade 

 Salinity meter 

 Small 60cc corer if collecting sediment 

 Plastic baggies (1 gallon size and 3 sandwich bag size per sample location ) 

 Colored binder clips 

 Wrist watch 

 GPS 

 Radio 

 Spare batteries 

 Food/water/sunscreen, any emergency gear 

 Bear spray/bangers 

Stable isotope sampling 

 Sieve if collecting clams 

 Sweep net for aerial inverts 

 Plastic baggies or 2.0ml screw cap tubes  

 60 cc corer and aluminum foil covered tubes in cooler if collecting biofilm 

 Colored binder clips 

 Wrist watch 

 GPS 

 Radio 

 Spare batteries 

 Food/water/sunscreen, any emergency gear 

 Bear spray/bangers 


